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I, as a student who accustomed to experience fun learning in SSE, wanted to apply it in the class I practiced.
The boss, then, arranged those unorganized sentences into a good paragraph, which was a procedure text.
Fortunately, I had written the correct arrangement as a back-up plan. After that, I explained the structure and
the language features of procedure text, and then I asked each group to make their own procedure text based
on certain topic I gave. Everything ran smoothly with the right flow. You have to fulfill the curriculum
demand. You have a lot of topics to cover in certain time. For the activities you have done, I think 80 minutes
is too much. Moreover, this topic has been delivered before in my class. Imagine when more than 30 students
move around the class that full with table quickly. In the second day, I asked them to present their procedure
text in front of the class while my partner assessed them with presentation rubric. We used it since we want to
assess them objectively and systematically. After that, I moved to the next topic; advertisement. We
distributed the ads taken from Jakarta Post and then asked them to discuss some guiding question in some
small groups. We designed the questions that can lead them to identify things related to advertisements. After
small group discussion, we guide them to conclude it together. I was amazed since we could cover a topic in
less than 20 minutes. However, due to limited time, we asked them to do e-reflection by sending it via email.
From their reflection, we know that almost every one enjoyed those two days experience. The classroom rules
we agreed at the beginning of the class really help us to control them. As solution, maybe we can schedule
some fun learning activities once a week since students like it so much.
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The revelations presented in the Sins Past saga have dramatic effects not only on the history between Norman
and Peter but the entire Spider-Man mythos as well. There is only one page to the letter and its clear
information that information is missing. While there, Peter is attacked by two unknown assailants, one male
and one female. The threats continue in Amazing Spider-Man when Peter receives an envelope that contains
pictures of MJ and Aunt May, with a note that says "we can kill them whenever we want". Peter takes the
letter to Detective Lamont, who passes the letter on to forensics in order to figure out if something was written
on the back side of the paper, which might possibly provide more insight into what is going on. Soon after,
Lamont gives the letter back with the small amount of information that could be retrieved from the original
letter. Shockingly, Peter discovers that Gwen was pregnant with twins, Sarah and Gabriel, and that she had
secretly given birth to them. While running the genetic tests, Sarah pays Peter a surprise visit. She claims that
Gabriel wants to see Spider-Man suffer and then he is going to kill him. A fight ensues and Peter unmasks
Sarah only to reveal an uncanny resemblance to her mother, Gwen Stacy. On the last panel of this issue, MJ
tells Peter that she is aware who the real father is. MJ provides Peter with the full story, at least the parts that
she is aware of, in Amazing Spider-Man She tells Peter that Gwen confided in her in regards to an affair she
had with Norman Osborn roughly 7 months before she died. MJ explains that she had given Gwen her word
that she would keep this secret and not share it with anyone, especially Peter. MJ had overheard an argument
between Norman and Gwen just before her death , in which Norman demanded that the twins be placed under
his care. She goes on to say that she will tell Peter the truth and that he will help her raise the children, since
he is the only one "fit" to do so. Gwen states that she had gone to see Norman 7 months prior regarding
"something else" for more insight into the timeline see The Memories Return section. Shortly after, Gwen had
given birth to the children in Europe, where they remained. Apparently the children were born two months
premature, but fully grown, certainly a strange occurrence. The answer to both anomalies: Norman tells Gwen
that his Osborn blood is his true legacy. In Amazing Spider-Man Peter holds a press conference in which he
tells the twins to "meet [him] in the place where [he] saw their mother for the last time", and that place is the
Brooklyn Bridge. The twins soon arrive at the bridge and they provide Peter with their side of the story. They
claim that Norman was their "anchor" while growing up and that he was always there for them. Peter then
explains the truth to them that Norman is the villainous Green Goblin and that he had fed the children the false
information and brainwashed them. Norman had them convinced that Peter Parker was there father and that he
had abandoned them and that Spider-Man had killed their mother. It is important to note that Norman never
told them that Spider-Man and Peter are one in the same. Peter is able to save Sarah as she is falling off the
edge and he then rushes her to the hospital. Peter gives Sarah his blood to keep her alive, meanwhile Gabriel
remembers instructions he was given by Osborn to find one his Goblin hideouts. This "flawed" combination
has caused "unexpected mutations in [their] genetic code, so that the rapid healing factor became a rapid aging
factor". She shoots his Goblin glider, which then explodes, sending him crashing into the harbor. Soon after,
he washes up on shore with temporary amnesia. After saving Peter, Sarah leaves, claiming that she has to "go
away. Whether or not S. The next time Norman is seen is in S.
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He enjoyed taking early African history here and learned more about his Nigerian culture as well as other
cultures of Africa. Aside from school related activities, James enjoys playing and watching soccer as well as
listening to music. In modern times, twins are known to originate from the same zygote and form into two
embryos. To some families, having twins is a blessing, while to others it can be a very stressful burden. Twins
had unique roles in many West African cultures in the Iron Age, a period in spanning from the first
millennium to the 19th century. The Igbo speaking-people of southeast Nigeria, for example, feared the birth
of twins. By contrast, their Yoruba neighbors, in southwest Nigeria, praised the birth of twins. Unlike the
Igbo, the Yoruba saw twins to be of great importance. The twins were highly looked after and treated with
honor. The communities in which they were born, for example, honored twins with a monthly feast. However,
if twin siblings were neglected, one or both of them would become severely ill and potentially die. If this
happened, misfortune would be brought upon their parents and the entire community. Twins were just as
important in death as they were in life. When one or both of the twins died, an Ibeji statue would be carved out
in their memory. The parents would treat these statues as if they were the living children by singing to them as
well as feeding and caring for them. Parents that failed to take care of the Ibeji statues would suffer
consequences such as poverty and illness Mobolade, The Ibeji statute available at the Museum of Art and
Archaeology is a valuable record of this Yoruba cultural practice and belief. Although West Africa was rich in
gold, the craftsman preferred to build them with bronze or wood. Wood and terracotta were abundant in West
Africa during the Iron Age. However, bronze, an alloy of copper and tin, was not available, and copper in
particular had to be imported from North Africa and Asia through commercial routes extending across the
Sahara Desert Shillington, West Africans valued copper highly and purchased it with gold dust in addition to
other commodities produced in the region. In conclusion, during the Iron Age, twins played an important,
spiritual role among several societies of West Africa. Some societies, such as the Igbo, killed twins out of a
greater fear. The Yoruba loved twins and worshipped them as Gods, knowing that if they did not, the
consequences would be dire. The reasons why different cultures in West Africa had different views on how
twins were to be treated varied according to their own religious beliefs. They may have interpreted these
beliefs differently from one generation to another, but â€” whether seen as good or evil â€” twins remained as
important spiritual figures among many African cultures during the Iron Age. Ibeji custom in Yorubaland.
History of Africa 3rd ed. Part of Issue 9 , published in April
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Twin Pregnancy Symptoms. One of the first questions a newly pregnant mother often asks is "Am I having twins?" And
until it is confirmed that only one embryo is present, there is always the potential for this to be true.

Chapter 5 : About Your Privacy on this Site
Her twin and her knew about each other and met very often as to talk and explore. However, one day, Leora
mysteriously vanished. The same day, her father, Darkness, vanished.

Chapter 6 : The Twins (Browning) - Wikisource, the free online library
tony matterhorn diss twins of twins maaaadddd tune.

Chapter 7 : Twins Confessions Â» twins sins, secrets and stories
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Secrets, the Twin of Death, the Keeper of Secrets Theme Songs: Run Devil Run by Kesha, Titanium by David Guetta ft.
Sia, Battlefield by SVRCINA.
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Sins &Twins CBC was founded in and has been holding an annual rally for the past 13 years. Our.
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